Atlas Copco Rental
iACCESS

Relax, because we know before you even notice
The intelligent Atlas Copco Equipment Satellite System (iACCESS) allows us to remotely monitor fleet performance to improve machine up-time, security and safety.

When we know where your fleet is, what condition it’s in and how it’s performing, we can help:

- **Increase productivity**: 24/7 global tracking and performance alerts
- **Reduce maintenance downtime**: Optimal planning for service visits
- **Improve response times**: Deliver instant information at any given time to the service responsible
- **Safer operations**: Communication between equipment users and our experts ensures that all machine interventions are done in the most professional way
- **Reduce cost per project**: Continuous fleet activity monitoring ensures efficient equipment use

Remote monitoring that provides you with true peace of mind

The iACCESS remote monitoring modules, installed on Atlas Copco’s Rental units, help track assets, plan maintenance and customize usage alerts. Regardless of the number of rented units, we provide 24/7 reliability in any location, from metropolitan areas to remote regions, across the globe.

### Security and Safety
- Theft notification
- Usage triggered notification
- Alerts on deviation of parameter from safe range

### Asset management
- Track units before installation to ensure on-time delivery
- Track movement of units after installation

### Health monitoring
- See fuel status, working time vs. idle time
- Equipment diagnostics
- Fault notification and alert

### Maintenance management
- Plan and track maintenance
- Upcoming service needs
- Collect and analyze running parameters

### Location
- 24/7 availability
- Across regions and in any topography

### Reporting
- Scheduled reports
- Ad hoc SMS message
- High priority email
iACCESS monitors and reports on multiple parameters:

- **Main operating conditions**
- **Temperatures**: Air discharge, compressor oil, low and medium pressure, engine coolant, ambient, engine inlet and fuel
- **Pressures**: Air discharge, compressor oil, low pressure, engine oil, fuel
- **Fuel**: Level%, quantity used
- **Engine**: RPM, load, hours

**Alerts:**
Whenever a watched parameter moves outside of the specified range an alert is generated, helping Atlas Copco Rental to take immediate action. Similarly, an alert is generated to confirm that the watched parameter has returned within the normal working range.
Atlas Copco is the industry leader when it comes down to short- or long term rental of industrial air, power and on-site nitrogen. Available 24/7, we offer a total solution: state-of-the-art fleet, logistics, installation, maintenance and energy management. All tailored to your needs.

The Specialty Rental Division has been granted triple certification to ISO 9001:2000, ISO 14001:2004 and OHSAS 18001 for Quality, Environmental and Occupational Health & Safety Management by Lloyd’s Register Quality Assurance (LRQA). This demonstrates our commitment to the quality of our services, our care for the environmental impact of our operations and the health of our employees and customers.